CONTRIBUTION TO
CONSTRUCTION

HOW DO I
REQUEST NEW
CONSTRUCTION?

Explanation of the contribution
to construction process used
when a member requests a new
electrical connection where one
does not currently exist.

In an effort to simplify the new construction process,
please work with TCEC through the following steps:

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

Please call (580) 652-2418 to speak to the
workflow coordinator regarding your request
for new service.
A representative from the Staking Department
in Engineering will contact you to help
determine what is necessary to build the
services that will meet your additional needs.
TCEC will give you a cost estimate of your
contribution to construction and, after you
agree with the estimate, TCEC will issue you
an invoice.
After TCEC receives your payment for
contribution to construction, TCEC will begin
procuring materials for the new facilities.
Once material is received your project will
be placed in the construction queue. Please
note that the faster you pay your contribution
to construction, the quicker TCEC will begin
constructing your additions.
The workflow coordinator can always tell you
where TCEC is in the process of completing
your request.
After the new additions to the electrical
system are completed and you are connected
to the system, TCEC will maintain your new
facilities as it does the entire system.

WHO DO I CALL WHEN I HAVE
QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS?
The workflow coordinator assists members throughout
the new construction process. Please feel free to call
TCEC at (580) 652-2418 and ask for the workflow
coordinator.

CONTACT US
Tri-County Electric Cooperative
P.O. Box 880
Hooker, OK 73945
Office Hours
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
800.522.3315 or 580.652.2418
info@tcec.coop
www.tcec.coop

WHAT MAKES TCEC UNIQUE?
TCEC is a member-owned electric cooperative
headquartered in Hooker, Oklahoma. Unlike
many electric companies in other parts of the
country, our members own the cooperative.
TCEC is a not-for-profit organization that
strives to keep rates affordable while
maintaining safe and reliable electric services
for its member-owners. What this also means
is that when TCEC accumulates funds in
excess of what it needs to run the business,
the excess funds (patronage capital) are
returned to the member-owners at regular
intervals approved by the Board of Trustees.
The cooperative model is a unique one and
focuses, more than other business models, on
creating real value for its member-owners and
delivering the best service possible.

and the cooperative’s relative financial
contributions toward meeting the member’s
request for additional service.

IS THE REQUEST FOR A
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION FAIR?
TCEC requests a contribution to construction
when a member asks for a change to the
electrical system that primarily benefits
them and does not specifically benefit other
members. Seen from the other members’
vantage point, it would not be fair to spread
these costs among all members when the
benefit accrues to only one member.

AM I PAYING FOR MORE THAN I
NEED TO?
Sometimes, when a member requests new
additions to the electrical system to meet
their growing needs, TCEC will determine
that additional upgrades to the surrounding
system are necessary to strengthen the
system and/or to prepare the system for
future planned growth. In these instances,
these upgrades are always the responsibility
of and paid for by TCEC.

WHAT IS CONTRIBUTION TO
CONSTRUCTION?
When a member wants to connect an electrical
service to TCEC’s electrical distribution system
where no connection currently exists, TCEC
must add equipment to its electric system.
This situation arises when a member is, for
example, building a new house or a business
is adding on to their facility. When this
happens, TCEC asks the member to contribute
financially to adding the additional equipment
needed to make this new connection. The
request for the member to contribute to the
expansion of the electrical system is called
a ‘contribution to construction.’ Part of the
cooperative business model is that members
contribute equitably to the capital of their
cooperative. The cooperative’s Rules and
Regulations of Service outline the member’s

and reliable. TCEC must also ensure that
the electrical system meets cooperative
and electric industry standards. Although
the member’s contribution to construction
may seem high sometimes, TCEC must
build an electrical system that lasts over
the long haul and can be efficiently and
effectively maintained. TCEC only charges
for the cost of the project. There is no margin
(profit) made on construction. If TCEC
over estimates the cost the overage will be
returned to the member.

DO I OWN THE ADDITIONS TO
TCEC’S SYSTEM?
AM I PAYING TOO MUCH FOR MY
NEW SERVICE?
The cost of expanding the distribution system
to accommodate the changing needs of a
member may seem high but TCEC makes
every effort to minimize the financial burden
on the member requesting new service. In the
end, TCEC has the responsibility for building
and maintaining the members’ electrical
distribution system which is affordable, safe,

While TCEC and its members own the
electrical distribution system as a whole,
no single member will ever privately own or
control any portion of the TCEC distribution
system even though individual members
are requested to make a contribution to
construction that benefits their own growing
needs. In the end, TCEC is responsible for
maintaining the electrical distribution system
so that it continues to be safe, reliable, and a
treasured community asset.

